Abstract

A Device Driver Wrapper is software that functions as an adapter between an operating system and a driver, such as a device driver, that was not designed for that operating system. It can enable the operating system to use technologies for which no native implementation exists. Our project objective is to 'wrap' Windows based video device drivers so that they can be used as drivers in Linux. Wrapper works by emulating the Windows kernel and APIs, and dynamically linking the driver to this implementation. It implements Windows kernel API and the hardware device specific API within Linux kernel. A Windows driver for the device is then linked to this implementation so that the driver runs natively, as though it is in Windows, without binary emulation.

1. Introduction

In the current scenario hardware manufacturers provide drivers for Windows based systems while neglecting UNIX based systems e.g. Linux. As a result the current driver support for certain hardware devices in Linux is poor. Instead of rewriting the drivers for UNIX based systems, this project will aim to create a 'device wrapper' so that these Windows based drivers can be used on UNIX based systems.

This project is the ideal Linux solution to support devices for which no adequate native open-source drivers are available. It also allows vendors to drastically reduce time to market or eliminate the need to support multiple drivers for Windows and Linux. By using the same driver on both platforms, significant resources can be saved.

Thus it shall work as an emulation layer of the Windows based specification on a Linux based system, enabling Windows based drivers to work seamlessly in a Linux environment.

The Architecture of our system is shown in fig.1. In this paper, we will focus on the instance of wrapper for video devices supported by the AVStream specification in Windows. While the extension to other device architectures is left for further extension of the wrapper.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the wrapper architecture, and this section introduces the idea of wrapper and the structure of the system with wrapper introduced for Linux through the Video for Linux (V4L2) specification. In section 3, basic data structures and behaviour of each module are described. Related works are presented in section 4.
functionality, but the interface of these modules to drivers is not clearly specified.

Once data is passed to a driver that is part of a stack of modules by the kernel, the data may be shared with other drivers in the stack through an interface specific to that set of drivers. In both environments, hardware access through a HAL interface is implemented for the specific platform the kernel is compiled for, i.e. x86, SPARC etc. A common feature of both architectures is that drivers are modules that can be loaded into a kernel at runtime. Each module contains an entry point that the kernel knows to start code execution from. A module will also contain routines that the kernel knows to call when an I/O operation is requested to a device managed by that module. This enables the kernel to provide a device independent interface to the application layer. We exploit such interfaces to implement the Device Driver Wrapper.

3. Overview of Wrapper Architecture

The various blocks of the architecture represented in fig.2 and the description of each is:

1) The wrapper initializer will initialize the wrapper with the linux kernel.
2) The loader loads the driver in the linux environment.
3) Linker module links the driver in the Portable Executable format in the Linux environment.
4) Interaction handler accepts the IOCTL commands from V4L, and is responsible to return the output to the given layer.
5) Windows kernel level simulator adjusts the generic Linux Windows compatibility such as register stack handling, shadow space adjustment. Also it provides 64-bit compatibility and 32-bit & 64-bit inter-arithmetic.
6) Emulations functions will emulate the AVStream calls taken as V4L calls from the I/O handler and provide them to miniport driver handler.
7) The miniport handler driver interacts with the miniport driver through packets. It also interacts with the HAL if required.

Fig.2. Wrapper Architecture diagram
5. The Data Flow

As shown in figure 3, the data flow diagram can be interpreted as follows:

1) The application provides data to the VideoDev module in V4L to send the requests specific to the device.
2) The VideoDev module then sends various IOCTL commands to the device wrapper.
3) The device wrapper creates a device object for the device and transforms these calls to Windows specific device object calls.
4) These Windows specific calls are accepted by the miniport driver to perform the requested operation. The miniport driver gives these corresponding calls to the hardware device through the HAL.
5) The output is provided from the HAL to the VideoDev module through the device wrapper and finally returned to the application.
6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present the architecture of wrapper. The purpose of this was to build an application that would enable Linux users to use the hardware with Windows based drivers seamlessly. In addition, factors like generic Windows kernel simulation, 64 bit compatibility were key points to be taken into account. Studies have shown us that the wrapper can help save a lot of time and effort required in reverse engineering with the quality features provided by the specific vendors can be used to the fullest. Each video device having a windows based driver can be used with Linux thus enhancing the streaming media devices support in Linux.

The AVStream wrapper can be extended for other streaming media devices with certain extensions. Extending the support to other architectures and its feasibility study can be carried out. Future work can include the analysis and resolution of these problems.
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